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Vice President Richard B. Cheney
Stephen J. Hadley

SUBJECT: Abizaid's Comments on the Paper by Mike Vickers

Mr. President,

You will recall Mike Vickers gave us a paper during the Camp David meetings. I

sent the paper to John Abizaid to get his reaction.

Attached is Abizaid's response, which I found interesting.

Respectfully,
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MEMORANDUM FOR Secretary of Defense

SUBJECT: Paper by Michael Vickers

Mr. Secretary,

Thank you for sharing Mike Vickers' work. lt is interesting that much of

our current strategy is captured here. You will recall the word "indirect

approach" from early CENICOM strategy sessions on the Long War

Strategy.

Looking at Qeorge's strategic and operatiönal plan it largely follows

much of what Mike Vickers is suggesting. George clearly understands

Mike's point on page two that the "drawdown of U.S. forces while the

insurgency is still raging must continue." That is precisely what George is

doing. Time and the enemy affect the speed of the process. More

important, the quality of the Iraqi military force coupled with credible,

legitimate governance are prerequisites for success. The art in all of this is

to reduce US forces at a rate that is neither too fast nor too slow. If we

move too fast, we will undermine our investment in Iraqi security forces and

erode confidence in the new government. If too slow, we will generate

dependency and perhaps fuel the insurgency. In addition, it remains

crucial to keep reinforcement options open and easily activated from

outside Iraq below a certain threshold of ground brigades. Finallywe do

need to keep an eye on how we are resourcing what Vickers calls the main

effect.
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Look forward to discussing this woik with you when I see you in person.

V/R John
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